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Failed Crop?
What has happened to the crop cir-

cles this year? No dramatic media
headlines. No amazing evolutions in
design. Cereological researchers emi.
grating to the US in droves. The once
joined-at- the-hip duo of Andrews and
Delgado severed. never to merge again.
The CCCS split over the issue ofhoax-
ing. And Terence Meaden not knowing
what to say next for the best. It looks
like the subject is dying on its feet.

Certainly, one can trace back where
the seeds ofdiscontent were sown. Yes,
Doug and Dave, those elusive circle
hoaxers. Their brief notoriety in the
media at the end of last summer,
whether their claims were genuine or
not, burst the bubble; possibly for good.

Once reasonable doubt had been
placed on the authenticity ofthe subject
matter, the newspapers, rudio and tele-
vision all lost interest. Plus the fact that
the National Farmers Union asked the
media not to publicise circle formations
as they believed that the circles were
caused by hoaxen and that sightsee$
caused funher ineparable damage to
crops. It is my belief that as the circle

hoaxers (and it is worth mentioning that
there are at least 24 known organised
hoaxing groups around the country)
don't have an audience any more! they
have somewhal curtailed their acri-
vities. Many may disagree with me. I
may even be wrong, but that is my gut
feeling and of course time will tell.

Contact
The Andrews/Delgado split is a sig-

nificant development. Andrews has
basically followed in the footsteps of
David Icke and gone ultra new age over
the circles and has predicted major con-
tacts with the 'intelligence'behind the
circle making. He predicted that this
major contact would be between the
20th and 30th July. To accomplish the
contact Andrews teamed up with
Steven Greer, a ufologist form the US
who tries to attract UFOS with the aid
oflaser beams. Sure enough on the 30th
July Andrews and Greer, along with
several acolytes and lasers blazing, no-
ticed a strange red light in the night sky
which then tumed into an unmistakable

spaceship. Details are rather sketchy
from here on except unfortunately, the
battery of camera and video equipment
that were there to record this momen-
tous occasion were all stored in a tent,
sheltered from the rain - how incon-
venient.

To his credit, Delgado wants nothing
to do with this escapade.

The sad thing about this sorry state
of affairs is that at the heart of the sub-
ject, there maybe something of
scientific interest. Some simple circles
mightjust be caused by some rare natu-
ral occurrence. But now, no one who
has a scientific rcputation to protect
will take the subject sedously. Who can
we blame for rhis siluarion, well ils
down to the cereologists themselves
and their excessive hypotheses that are
ironically failing to germinate.

Gulf Breeze on its Knees

The recent Gulf Breeze photo reve-
lations (see news page) has brought
further disappointment to ufology,
MUFON, who have promoted the auth-
enticity ofthe case and Ed Walters from
the beginning must be feeling rather
embarrassed right now. I am surprised
that it has taken nearly five years for the
photographs to be proved as hoaxes,
from some basic inconsistencies, espe-

cially as MUFON had the resources
and manpower to nip the case in the

bud early on. Their saving grace has
been to publish the latest findings, up
front, for all to see. We will have to see

how Walters responds. That will indeed
be interesting.
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Newsdesk 0352-732473 Livingston Plaque
Vanishes

The brass plaque embossed with de-
tails of the LiYingston close
encounter has be€n stolen.

The plaque disappeared just before
an official opening ceremony arranged
by Malcolm Robinson of the Scottish
based Strange Phenomena Investiga-
tions group along with rock band CEIV
The first anybody knew about lhe dis-
appearance was just before the plaque
was going to be unveiled with a be-
mused national press looking on.
However. the tenacious ensemble were
not going to be deterred and the open-
ing ceremony continued.

UFO Buzzes the
Northwest

Hundreds of people in the North-
west of England and North Wales
were puzzled by the sighting ofa bril-
liant blue luminous object that
passed over them at approximately
llpm on Sunday, 17th August.

Initial analysis ofthe data points to a
natural explanation. It is very probable
that the object was a bright fireball me-
teor. However, several witnesses have
claimed that the object was in view for
several minutes - which is inconsistent
with the meteor explanation. Despite
these inconsistencies, it is expected that
with further analysis of the data, the
meteor explanation will be confirmed.

UFO Group Directory

Ufological entrepreneur, Philip
Mantle has embarked on a new pro-
ject and needs your help.

He is cunently compiling a directory
of currently active UFO groups and
publications from around the world
which will include contact names and
addresses. Philip said, "No group is too
small or too large and publications can
range from news stand magazines to
more simpler newsletters."

lf you would like to be included in
his directory then write to Philip at the
following address: I Woodhall Drive,
Batley, West Yorkshire, England,
wFlT 7SW.

UFOs Reported In
Siberia

Repo by Mike Wootten

Tass, the news agency of the former
Soviet Union has reported a spate of
UFO sightings in Chelyabinsk prov-
ince, Siberia.

The repo , dated l4th August 1992
refers to arlicles that have appeared in
a local newspaper,'Chelyabinsk
Rabochi', which claims that several
witnesses from the province have
sighted revolving 'flying saucers' of an
aluminium-silver hue that appear at
dawn and dudng the night. The report
srated. As a rule. they come flying
from the side of the Ziuraratkul lake
and the mountain ridge bearing the
same name-'

Fyodor Stepanovich Nesterov, a

resident of Magitka - the focal point of
the sightings - has now seen the objects
three times. He said, "...They sailed
over lhe school hill lwhere electric
power lines pass) without making any
noise and disappeared in the direction
of the Chyomaya Rivulet and Bolshay

Boom." Fyodor also stated that he
clearly saw illuminated windows and
navigational lights on the sides of the
UFOs.

Tass also reported that police offi-
cers from Novosibirsk, Siberia were
called out by local peasant farmers who
were complaining that'wood goblins'
were chuming water taken from a near-
by marsh. The water in a bucket was
spinning endlessly. Video equipment
which police brought to film the phe-
nomenon failed to operate correctly,
which resulted in a poor recording. Bi-
ologists were called to the scene who
later claimed that some invisible force
was effecting the water. A man who
dared to put his finger in the bucket said
he felt a buming pain along with pins
and needles.

Local ufologists alleged that the phe-
nomenon was caused by UFOs.
Apparently the water is still spinning.

Berlin Hosts UFO Conference
by Ma4fred Cassirer

Under the heading "The Colonel's
Wife has seen it with her own eyes", De
Welt reports on this year's UFO con-
ference in Berlin, devoting a whole
page to it and including a photograph of
a UFO from Mexico (which ingpires
little confidence).

The writer pointedly asks whether
Washington is going public this year I
can only add, "Yes, and every year as

far as I can think back."

A 58-year old Moscowite test-pilot
"Believes" in such things after two
Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
Even better news: the experts

assembled in the German capital have
'solved' the mysteries of Stonehenge
and of the crop circles.

UFO NEWSLINE
Got a hot UFO news story?

Then ring the special
UFO Times Newsdesk on

0352-732473
between 9am and 5pm

7 days-a-week
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BUFORA
OFFICE NEWS

Ministry of Defence
Channel Reports to

BUFORA
Over the past two years the Minis-

try ofDefence have proved to be quite
co-operative with answering queries
and general correspondence from
BUFORA. In a recent move the MOD
are now referring witnesses who re-
port sightings directly to BUFORA,
through the Harpenden office.

A top level meeting with the MOD
has been planned to discuss fufiher
cooperation and to look at MOD
melhods oIdealing with UFO reports.
John Spencer will be representing
BUFORA at that meeting. John said, I
was asked what I would like them to
bring to the meeting, I replied by
saying ... Some pieces of crashed
saucer and a couple of dead aliens!'
The MOD were certain that these
items were not on file!

Fast Response to
Membership Enquiries

BUFORA office staff eue now re-
ceiving 30 new membership enquiries
a week. A1l enquiries are dealt with
within 24 hours. With such an
impressive response, many enquiries
tum into actual member ship applica-
tions.

f3 rnillion people have seen UTOs

S*"ll!s-VI-o*y*il!.[*:rik
You've heard of spot the ball. Now

we have spot the UFO!

Many will say that it is morc likely to
spot the ball conectly than to spot a
UFO. but Time life Books would dis-
agree.

They used the above competition as
part of their promotion of a new series
of books relating to the paranormal
with the first in the series being about
UFOs. Lucky entrants will win a trip to
Hollywood.

Serbian Pilots
report

*gt'sHs*
The Yugoslav government infor-

mation office haye confirmed reports
made by several Serbian pilots who
saw a UFO on 2nd May 1992.

According to the official statement,
the orange object was sight ed at night
over central Serbia at an approximate
height of 12 kilometres and evaded all
military actions.

Gulf Breeze Photos Take a Blow
Report bJ Mike Woottcn

A major report has appeared in the
July issue of MUFON Journal that
casts grave doubt over the authen-
ticity of the Gulf Breeze UFO photos
taken by Ed Walters.

The repon, based on an intensive
study undertaken by William Hyzer,
who is considered to be one ofthe lead-
ing photoanalytic expefis in the United
States, concludes that the images,
'...are uniquely characteristic of
multiple exposure photography and
could have been easily produced by the
simple application of this technique.'

Hyzer, who served as a consultant to
the Polaroid Corporation. mrde his
conclusions after confirming that im-
pressive photo l9 r\ here rhe object is
hovering low over a road) was a fake. lt
was noticed that there were no reflec-
tions from the bright object onto the
bonnet of the Ford 150 XLT truck that
Walters took the photograph from.
Hyzer unquestionably proved that from
the apparent luminosity of the object
and its presumed overall height, reflec-
tions should have been clearly visible.

Other inconsistencies also showed
up in the other photogaphs analysed.

Objects appearing against a twilight
sky assume the same colourution to the
surrounding blue sky. ln particular. it
was noted that the three objects de-
picted in photograph l8 had different
coloumtions depending on the gradua-
ting twilight sky background they were
directly in fuont of. This observation
was also attributed to double exposure
trickery.

UFO Times



THE ET CONCEPT -
HYPE OR HYPOTHESIS?

by Norman Oliver

At my October 1991 talk on 'Coincidences' , your editor invited me to submit an article suppofting the ETH, On his
own head be it!

To start with, bearing in mind the
title, let's get one or two things straight

- not least the dictionary definitions of
'HYPE' and'HYPOTHESIS'.

'HYPE' is defined either as 'an ex-
travagant or intensive publ icity
promotion, or cheating - a tdck'.

'HYPOTHESIS' is 'A proposition
made as a basis for reasoning without
the assumption of its truth'. Note the
latter part, for it means you don't have
to BELIEVE that UFOS of necessity
HAVE to be extra-terrestrial if you put
forward the ETH as one of the main
candidates for the solution of the UFO
enigma.

HYPE, so far as alien craft are con-
cemed, there certainly is the media
generally manage to satisfy the'ex-
travagant or intensive public ity'
definition with ease! A proclaimed
extra-terrestdal origin is sure to capture
the public imagination far more than
other types of approach and is easily
capitalised upon.

Taking its other definition, there
have always been plenty of tricksters.
Was it not the late Dr. Hynek who said,
"... the most one can say any UFO
photograph is that one has done one's
best to discredit it and faited."? We
have some who will claim CEIII and
CEIV experiences in the hope of mon-
etary gain. We have others - and I must
admit to a sneaking admiration for
some, such as David Simpson, who
cunently, and in the past, have deliber-
ately set up bogus accounts, photos and
'landings' to test the abilities of inves-
tigators - and it has to be said that in a
number of cases invesrigarorial ability
was found to be sadly lacking.

Now - HYPOTHESIS - and a word
about hypotheses and theories would
not come amiss. for lhe terms are quite
frequently and incorrectly used inter-
changeably. This is completely wrong,
for theory is defined as 'a system of
ideas based on general principles inde-
pendent of the idea to be explained, the

opposite ofhypothesis'. So -for a hypo-
thesis to be put forward, all we really
need is an idea; for a theory we require
considerably more.

ET- Extratenestrial - may be either
an entity, a 'being from outer space' or,
given its literal, Latin meaning, 'be-
yond Earth'. We could, of course,
amend that a litde to 'out of this world'
which, semantically, could be argued
either to indicatg something emanating
from beyond our planet or precisely the
opposite! Maybe, so far as UFOs are
concerned, both definitions might
apply - but more of that later.

Though I do not have to BELIEVE
in the ETH in order to put it forward as

a major contender for the answer to the
UFO enigma, nevertheless, I would
considerthe ETH -or rather a modifica-
tion thereof- as the conc€pt most likely
to be found to be the ultimate answer:
my reasons will become clear as we
proceed.

Now, itreally IS too great a nonsense
to suggest, as some have, that ufology
has become a case of the 'It's all in the
mind'brigade versus 'ET-ites'. To con-
sider some of your 'genuine' UFOs to
be cnft doesn't by any means indicate
that they HAVE to be extra-terrestrial:
just as psychic/mental possibilities and
external manipulation are by no means
necessarily 'all in the mind'.

Think about it! For ifit's alleged that
UFOs ARE 'all in the mind'- that they
have no physical existence at all- then,
apart from anything else, we can forget
about examining photographic evi-
dence completely. They must ALL be
fakes, for if UFOs have no physical
existence, you can't photograph them!

It is also a fact that almost all our
90-957o oflFOs ARE of physical origin
-planets. stars. balloons. ball-lightning
and so on, ad nauseam. I've had all of
them reported to me over and over
again - usually at around two-o-clock
in the moming! Those who made the
reports really DID think they were re-

porting 'genuine' UFOs: so why, when
all these MlS-reports are physical,
should the remaining 57o (or whatever)
have no physical existence at all? It
do€sn't make sense,

Is it indeed not much simpler - and
in line with 'Occam's Razor'- to con-
sider that the witnesses are actually
reporting to the best of their ability -
what is there to be seen? And indeed, if
UFO rcpo s WERE to be 'all in the
mind', along with leprechauns, trolls,
fairies. the Loch Ness monster and
many other claimed visitations of pres-
ent or bygone days, how could we be
certain extemal manipulation might
not be involved?

I've already used the term 'craft',
and this has, on occasion, been taken
exception to, not least by the rcspected
editor of this publication.

In a UFO context, the work 'craft' is
obviously not acceptable when reports
refer to LITS, balls of light and a num-
ber of other UFO manifestations.
However, in that small residue of what
one may term 'solid' reports, the term
'craft' is, very ftequently, completely
justified, for that is precisely what
some of these unknowns ARE,
Whether they are of terrestrial, extra-
terrestrial, or of other alien origins, is a
completely different question. A wide-
ly approved definition of a UFO is 'A
stimulus for a UFO report'. But, does
one really think rhar the witnesses in
the accounts quoted later in this article
mercly thought of, or noticed, some-
thing that'stimulated' them into
reponing a solid, physical craft? I think
not. They observed flying, manufac-
tured objects of unknown origin -
objects which could justifiably be la-
belled'craft'.

On occasions, I've also been taken to
task for using the word 'craft' because
it has been alleged that it's likely to
induce people to produce 'abduction
scenarios'. Poppycock! Most will
agree that, to put it euphemistically,

UFO Times



The States are rather more prone to
abduction scenarios than we arel Yer, in
the Wytheville, Virginia'flap' of
1987/88, which I wrote up in QUEST
INTERNAIIONAL, Vol. 9 No 4, there
were well over 1,000 UFO reports. The
word'craft ' was constantly being used,
yet barely half a dozen out of that
1,000+ claimed any fbrm of abduction.

Now - that word'Alien'. By no
means does it necessarily have to indi-
cate an extra-terTestrial. A witch-doctor
or Red Indian chief in full regalia
would be alien to their su[oundings if
they anived at London Bridge station
in rush hour. But -they'd not be alien to
this planet! ln their 1980 book 'ALIEN
ANIMALS', Janet and Colin Bord
used the words in precisely this context

- animals seen where they should not
be. Unidentified craft may similarly be
said to be 'alien', whether they are of
this Earth or not. Indeed. some months
ago, even the TUC ref'erred to'alien'
practices in industry: they wercn't alien
practices from rhe Pleiades - they were
tiom Japanl

In a BUFORA JOURNAL editoial
back in 1977 (Vol. 6, No.4). I com-
rnenced by saying that no hypothesis or
theory regading the nature of UFOS
has yet been proven and that, of course,
i5 still lhe case. One eun only profler
varying degrees ofcredibility and those
degrees will themselves differ accord-
ing to the individual.

I then went on to quote Occam's
Razor. which I referred to earlier.
Occam's Razor was a maxim put for-
ward by a l4th century friar William
of Occam. Basically, his maxim said,
'Entities should not be multiplied with-
out necessity'. (Quite appropriate
today!). Bertand Russel later expanded

- or amended - th is to: 'lfeverything in
some science can be interpreted with-
out assuming this or that hypothetical
entity, there is no ground for assuming
it'. Now we do NOT have to assume
there are unidentified CRAFT (the two
'sample'reports quoted later are, I sub-
mit, incapable of any other
description). We do not have to assume
'entities' (in the ufological sense).
Heaven knows. a suflicient variety far
TOO sufficient a variety - has been
reported over the years. For that matter,
I had an entity experience myself a de-
cade ago which, among others, will
appear in a QUEST INTERNA-
TIONAL article later in the year. What
IS an assumption is that all these craft
and entities are extra-terrestrial in
origin.

It IS tue, that with the ETH explana-
tion we need to assume a number of
other things. We have to assume there
IS other intelligent life in our solar sys-
tem despite all scientific indications to
the contrary, OR, altematively, either
thal FTL rfasler than lightt travel is
possible OR that any ET visitants have
remarkable powers of longevity. We've
also to assume that a number of extra-
terrestrial civilisations are at a
comparable state of evolution to our-
selves for, over the last 100 years,
we've advanced technologically far
more than in the previous I 000, and
what was happening here, even only l0
000 years ago, is almost guesswork.
Claims that visitants are l0 000. 100
000 or millions of years ahead of us
could, therefore, be said to be absolute
nonsense. So, with the ETH, it could
seem we have to make several assump
tions. But DO we? I'll have a f'ew
points to make about this at the end.

So far as assumptions arc concerned,
most other proffered UFO explanations
require them too. Take 'time travel'fbr
instance: here. one has to make the as-
sumption that it is possible not only to
travel through time, but sinultaneously
through space, fbr our entire solar sys-
tem is moving through it at more than a
f-ew miles per second. To travel back
from, say, 2 100 AD to the present day
would, thercforc, also involve a jour-
ney of many light years back to the
point in space our system presently oc-
cupies.

Perhaps it is appropriate here, too, to
comment on claimed alien origins.
Specifling. lor example. lhat cn alien
extra-terrestrial origin is from a planet
circling - say -Sirius B may, or may
not, be justified. But beware of those
just referring to a constellation as a

point of origin. (l come from 0rion,
etc.), for the stars in Orion, as with most
other constellations, are, to us, only in a
visual configuration, not an actual one.
Many of them may, in fact, be farther
from one another than we are frorn
them, so to claim one has come from
there is a nonsense: a celestial equival-
ent, perhaps, of being able to receive a
shock from an electric cable some 50'
above you, but only if you have one
foot on the cable and the other on the
ground below!

Other types of suggested areas for
UFO origins, such as Parallel Dimen-
sions and the Hollow Earth Theory,
also have their constrictions (And why
is the Hollow Earth concept usually
referred to as a theory, when by no
stretch of the imagination can it be

morc than a hypothesis?). As a hypo-
thesis, I can accept the idea just! But
would someone please enlighten me as

to where the centre of gravity would
lie? Logically, all the 'inner denizens'
would have their feet on the inside of
the Eafih's crust with their heads to-
wards a (presumed) inner sun. We, on
the outside, also have our t'eet nrmly on
the Earth's crust but f'acing an 'outer'
sun. Now, in this situation, unless one
or both sets of inhabitants are going to
dive head first into their respective
suns, the centre of gravity for both has
10 be between the two in order for all to
keep their feet firmly on, or under, the
ground! There would seem to be some
slight difficulty in demonstrating
exactly how this could occur!

The possibility of subterranean or
sub-oceanic bases. on the other hand.
seems a perfectly feasible concept.
After all, worldwide, there are prob-
ably hundreds of governmental ones
anyway. Why not alien ones also. even
with governrnental knowledge and
agreement, as indeed is alleged in more
than a t'ew quarters. particularly in the
USA? This possibility. in rny opinion.
comes nearest to satislying the require-
ments of Occam's Razor and would
also account fbr craft not being picked
up on radar when approaching Earth:
for they wouldn't BE approaching
Earth except in isolated instances.
What, too, is a better way of masking
one's origin than to get everyone look-
ing in the wrong direction - UP mther
than down?

Why should such prospective aliens
do this? I'll leave a suggestion ortwoto
the end, but here I think it's relevant to
refer to two other items from past
BUFORA JOURNALS.

The first comes from Vol.5, No.2,
August 1976, the JOURNAL then
being under my editorship. lt included
a then-current research feature sub-
mitted by Jenny Randles and Tony
Pace. Its first item concemed working
hypotheses used by BUFORA. The
following is an extract:-

"1. The sightings involve misidentifi-
cations of objects which are natural or
man-made and are well-known to ex
perts.

2. The sightings involve man-made de-
vices only known to their inventors.

3. The sightings reports are hoaxes or
involve fabrications.

4. The sightings involve natural events
which are not observed often enough
for scientists to have produced suitable,
scientific explanations,
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5. The sightings are mental projections
by, or received by, the witnesses.

6. The sightings involve devices pro-
duced by one or more alien, advanced
technologies which originate:-

A; Elseuhere in our universe being:-

i) within our solar system

ii) within our galaxy

iii) beyond our galaxy OR:-

B) In a universe which is not yet ob-
vious to us using conventional
techniques and which is:

i) parallel to ours in space and time

iir parallel to ours in space but not in
time

iiit parallel to ours in rime but not in
space

7. That the sightings are of intelligent
processes beyond our space-time conli-
nuum and not explicable in any of the
above categories.

"BUFORA is working on the as-
sumption that the UFO reports made to
us are mainly ofcategory I, and a small
percentage belong to categories 2 5,
but that A FEW PERCENT OF ALL
REPORTS are consistent with hypo
theses 6 and/or 7".

There is little, if anything, there with
which I would disagree, though it could
perhaps be said that the list does not
cover what one might term the 'Keelist'
approach. That, for example, Eanh
might harbour indigenous, co-existent,
malevolent entities which conceivably
might be able to take on the appearance
of whatever they wished - OR that
UFOS might be manifestations emanat-
ing from the collective subconscious of
humanity. (ghostbuster I I refers!!).

One further reference to past BU-
FoRA JOURNALS - this time Vol. 9.
No.l, March 1980, and I here quote
fiom own editorial headed'The Resur-
rection of ETH'.

"... It disturbs me that currently the
trend seems not just to produce hypo-
the\es ulher than ETH. but to dismiss it
altogether. Indeed. not only to dismis.
the ETH. but to deny that UFOs may
have a physical origin at all. Certainly,
a proportion of the residue ol 'un-
knQwns' includes reports with psychic
or parapsychological overtones.
Certainly, a nurnber of witnesses to
such events have also had psychic
experiences. Certainly. in some cases a

' non-material' explanation appears the
more likely. Certainly, the diverse
nature of reports generally suggests to
some a deeper explanation than can be
provided by 'straigh tforw ard' extra-
terrertrill ercursions and visilations.

"Nevertheless, a fair number of
'high-strangeness' accounts still DO
exhibit physical characteristics, and to
those who would place the whole phe-
nomenon in the psychic or paranormal
fields I would ask:-

"What then is the point of BUFORA
- or indeed any UFO investigations
group anywhere in the world existing
at all? For the entire phenomenon then
falls within the jurisdiction of such so-
cieties a\ The Society for Psychic
Research...

"We should not ignore the non-
physical aspects, but what can one do
about them? I am reminded of a gentle-
man at a meeting of the
SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION OF
GREAT BRITAIN when the subject of
the talk was THE RAUDIVE VOICES.
This gentleman suggested -indeed
forcefully stated - that the obvious way
to prove their origin was to hold a
seance to find out. oblivious to the fact
that he would be'explaining'one un-
known by invoking the aid of another!
I feel strongly that this line of approach
is currently noticaable - too noticeable

- in worldwide UFO research. To sum
marise, p sych ic/in terdimensiona I
possibilities cannot and should not be
ignored but:-

1. Part of the UFO phenomenon IS
physical.

2. We are far better placed to research a
physical mystery than a non-physical
one, particularly should Eanh or Lunar
bases be involved.

3. Should the physical mystery be
solved, it might well result in a b€tter
understanding of some types of para-
normal phenomena also."

I considered those remarks rglgvant
in 1980. I still consider them to be so.

But, to return once again to 'craft'.
What justifies identifying a UFO as an

unklown craft? It's a fair question and
there are many accounts one might
quote in justification. ['ll content my-
self here with but two. The first may be
found in its full detail in BJ Vol.6. No.3.
in 1977, and was entitled 'Giant Ciga-
rette over Essen'. Dating back to 1943,
it was the account of a Mr. Cockbum.
then sergeant pilot, later flight lieuten-
ant, of what happened durinEr a

bombing raid on the Krupps Armame nt
Works at Essen on the night of 26127

May that year I summarise in his own
words...

"... Over 400 aircraft were involved
in the raid. Ours was a Halifax with a

crew of seven. We were to bomb frorn
20,000'. Visibility was good. Our time

over the target was 01.00 hrs... two
minutes before our final run-in, when
we were at 18,700', we saw in front,
slightly to port and at the same height,
a long, cylindrical object, silvery-gold,
very sharply defined. hanging in the air
al about 45'. Evenly spaced along its
length were a number of what appeared
to be portholes. I was second pilot and
all other crew members saw the object
except lhe navigator and rear-gunner

"... After 30 seconds it began moving
and, retaining its 45" anitude, climbed
away, accelerating rapidly until it van-
ished, As it accelerated. its outline
became blurred and the shape fore-
shortened. It was certainly much larger
than our o$'n aircrafi. Its speed seemed
to us. in those days. incredible, cer-
tainly into thousands ol miles per hour,

"... We conrpleted out bomb run and
returned to base *here we were de-
briefed and girve ir description of the
object: $'e \\'ere unable to say what
action. if any. rvas subsequently taken.
I've never seen anything of this naturc
before or since. but in retrospect, I'm
convinced this craft was of extra-tene-
strial origin.

"... When it stafied to climb. there
was no apparent motive power - no
rocket flare. No instrument effect was
noticed. None of us could offer a

rational explanation..."

So much for the first. For the second.
I'll again retum to a report previously
featured in the BUFORA JOURNAL,
this time Vol.7, No.3, in 1978. The term
'craft'is again clearly justified. Extra-
terrestrial? Possibly, possibly not.

Its most interesting feature was per-
haps completely unconnected with the
object itself and lay in the fact that at
least fourteen police officers - ser-
geants and constables were involved
apart from other witnesses, and all
agreed to their names being published.
I'm not going to go through them all
here. but they may be found in the orig
inal article or on the sighting report
forms which all completed.

The craft itself was sighted above
Cumbria shortly after midnight on 28th
August 1977 and was reported fiom at
least seven locations including Bow-
ness, Oxenholme, Ke sw ick. High
Portinscale, Silverdale and Crange-
over-Sands.

All witnesses reported first seeing
two bri8ht lights'without beams' ap-
proach them at between 40 mph and 50
mph at an altitude of around 1,500'.
When overhead. amber and red lights -
none conventional nar igation lights -
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became visible, outlining the shape ofa
very large, triangular, or'skate-shaped'
object moving almost noiselessly and
sometimes hovering. Some witnesses
DID hear a'faint purring sound', but
that was all. Finally, it headed out over
Morecombe Bay and was lost to view.
Police confirmed with air traffic con-
trol that therg was no aerial movement
of any kind anywhere in the vicinity.
This included airships, and in any case,

size and shape were completely incon-
sistent with such a craft.

Certainly. no mental iliusion. this.
and surely one to stand comparison
with even the more 'classic' sighting
rcports, for how many have included
more than a dozen trained observers
situated in a number of different loca-
tions?

I hare deliberately not put regressive
hypnosis forward as a'plus'factor for
the ETH since I am by no means entire-
ly happy from two different
dircctions...

Firstly,I will agree that much may be
clrrrified b1 rhis rnethod. but in rn1 opi-
nion, it is difficult in many cases to say
to what extent imagination and per-
sonal ideas and beliefs may have
contributed. Secondly, fiom another
viewpoint, SHOULD an alien en-
counter have taken place, could not the
hypnotist be deliberately misled by pre-
planted ideas, mental blocks or even
physical implants?

I shall conclude by summarising a
possible ET:based scenario. I would
emphasise that whilst I regard this, or a
vadant thereof, as possibly the most
likely solution to the UFO enigma, I do
not'believe'in it as an act offaith to the
exclusion of all other possibilities.

Certainly, I would LIKE an ET solu-
tion to be the answer, but not, though,
the type of scenario which may well be
indicated.

So - to summarise:-

1. Aproportion, albeit small percentage
-wise of UFOs are of solid, manufac-
tured objects.

2. Many ofthese objects canjustifiably
be described as 'craft'.
3. I would consider it likely though
not to the exclu\ion o[ all other possi
biiities - that the 'unidentitiables' tiom
amongst these are of alien origin, prob-
ably (largely, at any rate) terrestdally
based.

4, The only logical reason for such
bases would be to maintain an overall
observation of planetary events whilst
permitting the'locals' considerable
elasticity of action.

5. Occasional extra-tenestrial incur-
sions to such bases from a home
satellite or planet would be expected to
occur.

6. The reason fbr such bases could well
be either: rA t That humanity was orig-
inally created by such visitants by

genetic experimentation, or: (B) That
in the distant past, we were either con-
quered or 'won'by such a race and are

currently 'owned'. Either way, we
could be said to be property.

7. Confusion and disinformation would
be in order so that discovery by the
general populace might be prevented,
hence the strange variety ofrepons and
experiences,

8. With genetic experimentation, num-
bers of'alien life-forms' may have
been produced and could themselves
create confusion.

Finally, what about other areas such
as cattle mutilation and crop circles?
Does the 'WE ARE PROPERTY' con
cept extend into such areas also? Very
probably: indeed, if that concapt is cor-
rect. it HAS to extend into some other
areas. So far as animal mutilations are
concerned. I find it difficult to do other
than go along with the ideas and re-
searches of Linda Howe. Are we being
mysrified cerealogicall)? Are alien in-
telligences(?) at work here too? I can
only say that in the field of crop circles
I'm sitting on the fence if that's not
too comy! I have, though, yet to see an
article which f'ully justifies making a

UFO connection. Why don't we allow
the cerealogists (ologists?) to research
THEIR phenomenon and go back to
rpending more lime on ufology - il
might even pay off!
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A TYPICAL BRITISH ABDUCTION
by Philip Mantle

For two years noq myself and colleagues at the IUN and BUFORA have devoted a great deal of our time
researching just one aspect of the UFO enigma. That one aspect is ABDUCTIONS. Slowly but surely, a small
group ofus have been travelling up and down the country researching abduction cases both old and new. There
is a long way yet to go, but our eventual aim is to study abductions in Britain like they have never been studied
before.

Our research is, of course, witness
oriented and most of the data we have
collected comes first hand, dircct from
the witnesses involved. Such research
as this has been sadly lacking in the
past and we are confident that our ap-
proach will help us, and other
researchers world wide. better under-
stand the aMuction phenomenon. To
give you a better idea of some of the
work we have been involved with I
would like to present to you a little
known British abduction case which
we are cunently involved with and also
explain in greater detail future abduc-
tion research and how you can help us.
The lollowing abduction case was orig-
inally investigated by Co ntact
Intemational (UK) and was first pub-
lished in AWARENESS (issue 3,
1985/86). Contact were the original in-
vestigators of the following case, but
since Contact ceased their investiga-
tions some time ago, I have undertaken
further research of the case along with
my colleague, Margaret Fry.

During the week commencing Fe
bruary 1Oth 1985, an attempt was made
to report a Close Encounter III (abduc-
tion) to Contact Intemational. Former
chairman, Fred Passey, received a call
(probably because he is listed in
Brinsley Le Poer Trench's books) and
he informed Wheatley headquarters
about this. Wheatley then established a
telephone contact with the witness,
who tumed out to be a 19 year-old
youth residing in a remote part of North
Wales. He claimed an astounding
encounter with a UFO as he walked
home in the early hours of February 8th
1985. Apparently, he was taken
(against his will) on board this UFO by
alien beings, or robots, and transported
to a giant mother ship parked at the

other side of the solar system beyond
Pluto. The youth was obviously dis-
turbed by this experience, and although
not wishing to inform the police or
media about his experience, felt that he
needed to communicate with a respon-
sible body of opinion such as Contact
Intemational.

Having made the first telephone call,
the Wheatley investigation team pon-
dered on their next move and
tentatively agreed to make the long
joumey to meet the witness as soon as

possible. However, this move was pre-
emted when the witness and his mother
arrived in Wheatley on Sunday mom-
ing, February l7th, having driven by
car through ice and snow since I am.
The move to travel to Wheatley had
been so impulsive that no telephone
call had been made, so it was possible
that therc would be nobody at home
when they anived. It turned out that
Derek Mansell arrived home frorrr
working overtime about 30 minutes
after the car arrived and he found the
witness and his mother waiting in the
road. Derek invited them inro his
house, but it took 10 minutes before the
witness would leave the car, until per-
suaded by his mother. He was
described as pale and dishevelled and
shaking all the time. There was no
doubt that he had experienced some-
thing terrifying. It was possible to
obtain David Ridge at a moment's no-
tice, so two members of Contact
Intemational's Data Team were present
when the following description of the
encounter was made by the witness.

THE CLOSE ENCOUNTER
The witness was walking home

alone on a main road between 3.00 and

3.30 am on Frida-"'8th February 1985.
He had been to see some friends in the
nearby town listenin-s to recordings and
was now returning to his home in a
village some 4 miles a$a\. Apparently,
it is fairly normal lor people to walk
around at this time oi lhe morning in
the area. He kreu the road fairly well
and did not carry a torch. It rvas a fairly
starlit night, and although therc had
been substantial snowfalls or,er most of
the country in the past fe$ days, there
was not too much snorv in the locality.

After walking along the road for
about 20 minutes. he was attracted to a
faint humming noise coming from a
field, and walking round a side lane, he
saw a large, dull, black object hovering
in the middle of the field. The object
was about the size of three standard
garages, of dome-disc shape with an-
tennae or stabilisers. He estimated it to
be 24-26' in diameter and 20' in height.
It appeared to hover 2'above the
ground and had a drawbridge-like
hatchway and windows on the top.
There was no obvious lighting system
on the craft, although it had a fluores-
cent glow.

He watched the craft for a few
minutes and then noticed humanoids
approaching. At this point, he might
havg retreated. but there must have
been anolher humanoid behind him
who effectively captured him and
somehow took him on board the UFO
in the field. His captors were described
as humanoid beings, but they could
have been robotr as the; moved their
arms in a rapid, stilted fashion. They
were helmeted and apparently feature-
less except for two dim lights where the
eyes should be. The head helmet was
octagonal in shape. They wore greying
suits with a gold belt, gold bmces, a
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green buckle, black knee boots and
gloves.

The witness was taken into the craft
and observed in a room for l5 minutes.
He was then taken to a control room
which contained 3-4 consoles and a
screen on the wall. There, he was pre-
pared for a 'time change' and then
decontaminared. The being communi-
cated telepathically. Next, the craft
took off noiselessly with no 'G'-forces.
The witness claims to have seen the
planets of the solar system Jupiter and
Satum, etc. - passing by one-by-one as
seen on the scrcen, until the joumey
ended beyond the planet Pluto and rhen
the craft docked with a huge mother
ship.

On board the mother ship, he was
lhen subjecred lo a medical examin-
ation. There was a long instrument with
a point at the end which they used to
bum his left arm. (marks were shown to
the investigators) Probes were placed
around his neck and chest and his heart
rate was increased and decreased. He
also claimed that they wished to
remove his eyes from their sockets but
was given the choice to refuse, which
he did. A tape he was canying in his
pockel was removed and analysed. its
music coming from a console which
also picked up his thought waves.

During a relepathic communication
between the witness and the beings, he
was able to establish that they came
from a planet beyond the consrellation
of Lyra, They breathed pure oxygen
and did not like the polluted atmos-
phere on Eanh. They had been based in
Greenland and asked him about the

-" 'lP:-=:€Z-44:c'
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USA and NASA. Apparently, they had
captured a'Voyager' spacecraft, ana-
lysed it and found it to be 'primitive'.
He also learned that the beings had
bases on the Moon but had destroyed
them when it was known that probes
were being sent from Earth. They told
him that Black Holes in space were
really force fields around solar systems.
He also found out that the scout ship
was made from a form of plastic un-
known to Man.

After what he thought had been a
period of 6 hours from the time he was
abducted, the witness was retumed to
Earth. His last recollection was of the
UFO gradually disappearing from
view. The final message was rhal fur-
ther contact would be made with him if
he was required and he was warned not
to inform anyone of his experience.
When he left the craft, he felt dizzy as
if he was floating. Apoliceman on night
patrol found him reeling about in the
road and drove him home. where he
arrived at 5.30 am. Thus. he had raken
around 2lh hours for a joumey which
normally lasts l7+ hours, indicating a
missing time period of around lVz
hours, allowing for being driven home
as well.

ON-SITE INVESTIGATION
Contact International were repre-

sented by Derek Mansell, Geoff
Ambler and David Ridge. They
travelled to the location on Sunday,
24th February 1985, 16 days after the
incident took place. Following the
wishes ofthe witness, his name and the

----'-

exact location of the event are to be
kept confidential.

The investigation team were met at
the home of the witness by him and his
mother Also present were his younger
brother and lhe grandfather of the wil-
ness. A week after his hazardous drive
to Wheatley, the witness appeared calm
and relared. He willingly re-told his
story and the replicated version ap-
peared to agree fairly accurately with
the statements made when he was
under stress the week before. The bum
marks on his left arm were just visible,
although rhey were hardly anything
that stood out to Geoff Ambler, who
had not seen them previously.

Asked if any further contacr had
been made since February 8th, the wit-
ness reckoned that one attempt to
communicate had been made before his
drive to Wheatley, but since then the
alien presence had faded, possibly be-
cause he had informed outsiders of
what took place. Derek Mansell con-
sidered him visibly calm in one week.
The witness was yery keen to undergo
hypnosis if it had been possible.

The investigation team tded to es-
tablish any abnormalities in the family
background. Apart from being unem-
ployed, the witness had no problem
with drink ordrugs; he made quite clear
statements on this issue. lt was obvious
that the assembled members of the
family were all very concemed about
what had happened to him and gave no
notion of disbelief themselves. The
family lived in a large, pre-warhouse at
the centre of a pretty village about 1

miles from the coast.

After about an hour discussing the
case with the witness and his family,
the team were taken to the landing site.
The witness had no difficulty in show-
ing exactly where the field was,
although the road runs through fairly
monotonous countryside. This particu-
lar area is someway beyond the more
typical mountainous areas of North
Wales. The renain seemed fairly flat: in
fact, some of the fields passed through
on the joumey looked unnaturally as
smooth as a bowling greens. Thus, sev-
eral of the fields in the area would make
ideal landing sites for UFOs, helicop-
ters or VTOL aircraft. There are no
RAF bases or civilian airfields in the
near vicinity.

The particularfield that the UFO had
landed in, however, was not the most
ideal. It was slightly bumpy and the
perimeter was surrounded by tregs and
bushes, The ground was very marshy,
particularly near the edge, and a ditch

--
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and 3'wall ran along parallel to the
road. The investigators could find only
one way into the field from the road
without getting completely gummed up
with mud. At 3 am in pitch darkness, it
would have been most difficult to walk
freely across the field to where the
UFO was stationed. The team event-
ually got into the field and examined
the ground for markings and excessive
radiation with Geiger counten; therc
was no trace of anything at all.

A farm track, or poor quality road,
leadr off from the main road ut lhis
point down the side of the tield and the
witness had apparendy walked a few
yards down this road and observed the
UFO through a gap in the trees. There
uas a wooded glade on the opposite
side of the rough road from which one
of the beings probably emerged. It was
not realised at the time of the incident.
but there are a small numberoflived-in
houses about 100 yards down the rough
road. These are well hidden lrom the
rrain road and it seems likely that the
occupants of these houses must have
seen or heard something being in such
clo.e prorirnity. Although the investi-
gators made an excuse to be in the field,
they did not ask any of the househol-
ders aboul lhe UFO landing in
accordance with the witness' rcquest
for confidentiality.

INVESTIGATORS'
CONCLUSIONS

There has been no related incident
from February 8th 1985, or within a

few days of this date, so the validity of
the case rests entirel) wirh lhe testi-
mony of the witness. An unknown
policeman must have been close to
seeing the UFO, as he picked up the
witness and took him home after the
alleged abduction. The investigation
team have been tempted into trying to
find this policeman, but agreed not to
do so in accordance to the witness'
wishes. Apparently, the policeman had
been seen earlier by the witness when
he left the town initially.

The witness did not appear to be
after public recognition, else he would
have quickly informed the media. The
typ€ of story related is beloved by the
tabloid press. If he was intent on a

hoax, then why inform only Contact
Intemational?

Possibly, he might have had a small
wager with friends without wishing to
go too far. The gesture of making a 250
mile joumey to report to Contact Inter-
national Headquarters on an icy

February night seems ceftain to indi-
cate that the witness was very disturbed
indeed. Hoaxers would surcly not dis-
comfon lhemselves lo such an erlenl.

Again, the field chosen for the land-
ing was hardly the best along the road.
lt was difficult to see into it let alone
reach the spot where the UFO came
down. ln fact. a lield directll opposite
this one on the other side of the road
presented an opgn gate and the most
easy access. The choice of the hoaxer
worrld tend to be more convenient.

The witness was taken on board the
crafi in the field, but it would have been
literally impossible to walk across the
field in rhe rotal darkness. so ct this
point. the conclusion one musl lJk( is

lhat lhe encounler becarne rnore ol'u
mental concept than a physical happen-
ing. The witness was taken over
mentally by a mechanism we cannol
hope to understand. whether he was
shipped out be;ond the sol:rr ').tcm i'
open to doubt, but in a syslenl ol'
rhoughl lransference. rnythinr i.
possible.

There was little the investigators
could check out rlter linding no eri-
dence of a landing in the field. The
witness claimed to have seen most of
the planets passing by on the screen. If
the journey was in a direct line past
these planets, then a check could be
made to sge if they were in correct
alignment on February 8th. Acomputer
run indicated that most of the planets
were, in fact, in the same quadrant. The
witness was asked if he had read rnany
books on UFOs; it appears he had read
probably two titles. He tded to find
lhe\e at home but apparently had mis-
laid them. He also had more than a

passing interest in astronoml. The in-
vestigation team has spent many hours
discussing this case and feels that the
witness experienced something beyond
reasonable doubt.

IUN.BUFORA
INVESTIGATION

Contact Intemational kindly gave
me the address of this witness, and up
to rhe present. I have interviewed him
on two separate occasions. On the first
occasion last year, I was accompanied
by veteran UFO researcher, Margaret
Fry, who lives in North Wales. In June
of this year, I interviewed the witness
on my own. On both occasions, the
witness. was extremely nervous and it
was obvious that talking about his ex-
perience still upset him. After the
experience in 1985, and after Contact's

investigation had finished, the witness
was plagued with nightmares about the
event. These nightmares became so bad
that he eventually sought medical help
and underwent hypnotherapy. The
nightmares have almost completely
disappeared now, but do return on oc-
casion.

The experience dramatically altered
the witness'life. He has become deeply
interested in 'green' issues and writes
spontaneous poetry. He has even at-
tempted to write a few songs, one of
which is based on his experience.
When questioned about the physical re-
ality of his experience. the witness
slated that the UFO in the field was. to
hirn. phf icrlh rral. but the evenls in-
side the UFO seemed 'unreal' or
'ditfercnt in sorne wa1. Readers famil
ial with other abduction accounts.
especiaily those from the USA, will
note that this case is a typical British
abduction. There are none ofthe small.
grey skinnecl. bug eyed creatures as re-
ported in almost rll rhductiott cusc. in
the USA. No gcnctic experiments and

no hypnotic regression. The UFO is not
the typical type of craft otien reported
is such cases either All of these things
added together do make it a typical,
British- abduction case which do difTer
fiom those of other countries. espe-

cially the USA. The rvitness has had a
preal derl more Io \r1 about his erperi
ence, but lack of space prevents
publication of this material at this time.
Funher interviews are planned with the
witness later this year.

Several of my co)leagues and I are
trying to conduct a variety of research
projects on British abduction cases.

One such avenue of research is that of
psychological testing of abductees.
With the aid of a psychologist in Brad-
ford, West Yorkshire, and another in the
West Midlands, we hope to be able to
replicate a similar experiment con-
ducted on abductees in the USA.
Several new cases have also come to
light which may have regressive hyp-
nosis used, should we feel it necessary.

This whole abduction research is a long
tern programme and the previous case

is just one example of the many cases

we are involved with.

Sources

AWARENESS: issue 3 1985/86.

UFO BRIGANTIA, summer 1989.
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REVIEWS...
THE ALIENS REVEALED

CONFERENCE

Sponsored by the IUN and Enigma
Design and Publishing. Held on

Saturday April 25 1992.

This one-day conference at UMIST,
Manchester drew a good audience
and had four presenters spread oyer
some six hours.The first was veteran
US ufologist, George G. Fawcett,
who has been investigating UFOs
since he was 15 during the days ofthe
'Foo Fighters'. He showed a gr€at
many slides, perhaps too many, with
some decidedly unconvincingl he
supports the 'grand ETH cover-up'
hypothesis, believes in abductions, E-
M effects, cattle mutilations and so
on. He even told us that'angel hair'
has been tasted (it was salty) on one
occasion!

John McNish of the BBC spoke at
length on crop circles, and gave an ex-
cellent video presentation, showing
many of the latest formations including
the Mandlebrot set near Cambridge. he
went through the intended secret Op€r-
ation Blackbird and revealed the hoax
perpetrated on the project in 1990;
there was also a memorable film of
Doug and Dave 'doing their bit'with a
most embarrassed Messrs Andrcws and
Delgado looking on. Even Dr Meaden,
despite putting on a brave face, had to
eal some humble pie. Also shown for
the first time were some of the circles
made in other countries, notably Cana-
da and Germany. McNish still has an
open mind on the circles and ended by
saying lhat we can only hope and wait
for further developments this summer

Jenny Randles talked at first about
SETI. then went on to the UFO connec-
tion. She also emphasised that Amold's
original sighting did laI describe the
objects as disc shaped. Another poinr
she brought home was that UK 'aliens'
generally look quite different from US
ones, the latter being much smaller
This point should be stressed, she said,
and does tend to negate the ETH con-
cept. She also asked why, in the view of
lhe vasl increa\e in camera ownership
and hi-tech, the number of 'good'
photographs seems to be decreasing
with time when it should be increasing.
A point well made.

The Ilkley alien photo was shown.
Oh dear, it appears this man (still
anonymous) has now been hypnoti-
cally regressed and even been visited
by 'Men in Black'. Although the photo
has allegedll been very well investi-
gated, we still do not know why this
witness should just happen to have had
a camera with him at dawn on a winter
moming while walking on the moors!
Has Jenny any idea I wonder?

Jenny erred in the case of the
Stephen Darbl shire photo tl954r in
saying Stephen had never heard of
Adamski. This is not the point lt is true
that he had not read the book but he
certainly had seen the Adamski photos
betbrehand, they were widely publish-
ed at the time. Desmond Leslie who
interviewed Stephen within a few days
of the sighting, specifically said that
Stephen had indeed seen the Adamski
'Scout Ship' photo in a magazine. Con-
trary to what some have claimed. it
would not have been difficult for a
bright and afiistic boy of 13 to cut out a
paper model to the same propoftions
and photograph it, out of focus, atop a
land scape drawing. ln an old rcport
such as this, it is always better to go
back to the original accounts rather
than rcly on recent re-interviews as

Jenny has done.

Jacques Vallee was the fourth
speaker. He is highly skeptical of
crashes and abductions but did say sev-
eral cases of physical evidence do erist.
(without giving any dates or locations).
He also believes the Voronezh (Russia)
affair is very important. Most interes-
ting was his account of investigations
into a number of nighttime incidentr in
Brazil where witnesses report being
zapped by beams of light. Apparently
the Brazilian Air Force also invesli
gated but never published their
findings. Vallee did show one good
daytime photo of a disc directly below
a plane offthe coast of Brazil. which is

still undergoing extensive investiga-
tion.

He still takes the 'other dimensions'
and 'other forms of consciousness' ap-
proach as the likely answer.

All in all, a varied and interesting
day's ufology. Unfortunately some
speakers go on far too long. After about
20 slides I have usually had enough,

especially as so many UFO photos,
ones which pop up time and time again.
are of such poor quality as to be worth-
less. As a result schedules overrun and
question time suffers.

Review by Christopher D, Allen

CROP CIRCLES:
CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE?

by Pat Delgado, 159 pp colour
photographs, published by

Bloomsbury f14.99
It doesn't take long to read this latest
offering from circles Guru, Pat Del"
gado as there are so many colour
photographs (125 in all). They repre-
sent a pictorial record of all the
popular crop circles from 1991,
which again, underlines the visual
beauty ofthe phenomenon; an obser-
vation which cannot be denied.

Unfonunately though, the written
contents ofthe book does not do its title
justice as its full of wishy-washy in-
ferences referring to some form of
'intelligence' which is supposedly be-
hind the circle formations which have
grasped the imaginations of so many.
Delgado's discussion on lettering
found in crops is laughable. He claims
that the immortal 'WEARENOTA-
LONE'lettering has never been
explained - come on Pat was you bom
yesterday! The same goes for a strange
sel of lelrering found on Milk Hill in
Wiltshire, which uses a tractor tramline
as a straight edge. He states that it will
be a long time before this is deciphercd
- probably because nobody can be bo-
thercd wasting time with an obvious
hoax.

Talking of hoaxing, the author
makes light of the hoaxing element an
element that has taken centre stage this
year. He seems to shrug away hoaxing
as a minor irritation to serious research
and states that he believes that some of
it has been organised by Covernment
departmenls with orders from Minis-
terial levels. What a claim, especially
with no evidence to back it up (lf there
is I will gladly print it in UFO Times
and prove myself wrong!).

Overall, a visually interesting book
with a disappointing text.

Review bv Mike Wootten

UFO Times l3
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C o nducte d by the S P R' Ric hmond Group', April I 9 9 0

These experiments were devised to assess a range of psychic abilities. The target material included playing
cards, objects, map locations, words and drawings.

The tests were carried out during the week 22 - 29 April 1990. Seven participants returned completed response
sheets, plus a 'control'subject (No l8), There follows a summary of the rcsults.

IOD QD
The eigt t subjects produced a total of 32 responses under

the telepathy condition, and 31 responses under the clairvoy-
ance condition. Hits were counted with respect to: a) suit only;
b) denomination only; c) suit and denomination, disregarding
position of cards. The following table summarises the rcsults.
'MCE'stands for 'mean chance expectation'.

telepathy clairvoyance

.,bl!q ll| IE [c] [a] Ibl tcl
rl 2-

Four cards, all different. were randomly selected from a

standard pack of 52 playing cards; the agent BM endeavoured
to 'send'them during a 3o-minute peliod [telepathy condi
tionl. Four l'urther cards were then selected in such a way that
their identities were unknown to anyone. until revealed l1
days later [clairvoyance condition j.

Target cards: liD KD 2C AC

[telepathy] [clairvoyance]

I4!@
On each of seven successive dals. the rgenl BM set up a

randomly selected object fiom a prepared pool of household
objects.

day l: miniature books [set of5]
l: gold pendrnt neeklace

3: Rubik cube

,1: two datlodils
5: glass animals lbird & catl

6: seashell [whelk]
7: whistle [blown during trial]

Foreach subject, a one+o-one [blincl] nratchin-c ofthe seven
responses against the seven targets was carried out. and the
number of correct matches counted.

subject: 1 5 8 10 ll 16 17 l8
correct matches; 2 I I 0 0 2 0 I

The total number of conect matches = 7. where MCE = 8

[MCE = I for each subject],

IILI@
Seven outline maps of England and Wales were prepared in

advance by MRB, with a different target town indicated on
each map. The agent BM concentrated on the maps on seven
successive days.

day l: Telford

Plymouth

Darlington

Oxford

London

CardifT

Peterborough

.7D 6H

I

I

5

8

l0

t6
t7
t8

I

I

I

I

I

2

3

2

I

ll
l-

l-

I

I

combined ll 2 2

MCE 8 2.462 0.615

441
7.75 2.38s 0.596

2:

3:

4..

5:

6:

7.

The results are not significant, either by individual subject
or overall.
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Experiment D Continued
For each subject, the seven target locations were ranked in

order of distance from each of the seven response locations.
The ranks conesponding to the correct matches were then
summed with the following results:-

subject 1 5 8 l0 ll 16 t7 lu
rank sum 31 24 18 29 30 36 35 28

The rank sum has MCE = 28. Low vaiues represent positive
scoring. Only subject 8 achieved a significant result:
p = 0.0238 by the direct counr of permutations analysis. A
similar analysis applied to the measured distances themselves
gave p = 0.0629.

Intercstingly, subject 8 rerrarked against his/iher first rc-
sponse: "I did this before the test was supposed to
commence... but I now think it should perhaps be slightly
more to the centrc." This afterthought was correct and would
have given a near hit.

The target time was 4.40, the time shown by a stopped clock
in MRB's house.

Subject: 1 5 8 10 ll 16 tj l8
Response: 4.00 3.58 '7.57 3.O2 8.2510.56 4.25 4.Oj

This test does not permit evaluation; for instance,there may
be a natural pretbrence for tealtime. Subject l7 came closest
to the target [- I5 mins]. Subjecr I 1 's response of 8.25 gives an
almost exact hand-reversal effect.

MRB prepared a sealecl envelope for each subject, each containing a different phrase.
subject target response rank

I The Pied Piper of Hamelin
5 The Wind in the Willows
8 Old King Cole
l0 Thy Kingdom Come

I I War and Peace

16 It is an Ancient Mariner
17 The Creature fron] another World
l8 Solomon in all his glory

You are a fraud I

He who knows >4
A spoonful of sugar I

Life on Earth 4

The sky at night >1
Three blind mice >4
Let in the lighr 3

Contact with Earth >4
The results were analysed in two ways:-

a) One-to-one matching of the set of responses against the set of targets. This gave one correct match Isubject 8 ], a purely chance
result IMCE = 1].

b) Fo-r each response' the targets were ranked fto 4 placesl in order of closeness of correspondence [see last column in above
tablel. On the direct count of pennutations analysis p = 0.432, or p = 0.298 with the control subject excluded. Again a chance
result.

PF prepared a grand pool containing five different drawings in various quantities, each drawing being of a single item and
individually drawn. Each subject was randomly allocated a drawing in a sealed envelope.

TarBet:

Subject:

church

I

digital
clock

3

meusli meusli
jg"Et !g9k.t

42

horse to.." T 
c,gi"rl

4

clock

25

horse

3

Rank: 3 42. --i , [- 3

The rank sum is 24, exactly equal to MCE.
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The target was Hohnan Hunt's 'Li-eht ofthe World', selected by MRB several days after the subjects made their responsest i.e.
a precognitive test.

A pool comprising the target plus four controls was blind rnatched:

a) For each response. the five pictures were ranked imprc ssion isl ically in older of closeness of couesponcience. Although no
subject obtained a dircct hit. the target was judged first out of live on a majoriry vore.

b) Each response was scored against the five picnrres, judging specific points of corresponclence. Thc target scored 20.5 points
as against 21.25. 19.5. 19.5. l7 tbr the controls: i.e. second on a majority vote.

None of the experiments showed evidence of an extra-chance tactor Subject 8 s pertbnnance in the map test was the most
interesting single result, although the p-value of 0.0238 cannot be considered significant in the context ofeight subjects l8 x 0.0238
= 0.1901.

The results are disappointing in view of the subject's claimed abilities. lt may be that the artificial tesl situation inhibited psychic
functioning: some subjects and would-be subjects expressed such rnisgivings.

The experiments were devised and carried out by Mary Rose Barrington, Peter Flew, Betty Marwick and John Stiles.

Betty Marwitk. Jonuary 1992.

Some Observations On The Test By The Control, Ken Phillips
Because of the fact that all the subjects 'flunked'this test it would be pointless to carry out such a survey again under the same

conditions. However, the test must not be regarded as a total failure fiom an explontory aspect since its outcone reveals two
scenarios:-

a) ESP is not present within the C/E population, or:-

b) ESP is present but that the SPR's 'Richmond Grcup' test has failed to detect it because ESP is, apparently. totalll' random in
nature and one can only detect it on a purely chance basis JC/E witnesses who took this test still declare to be experiencing ESP
even though they know they have failed this test!1.

If (a) is the truth of the matter, then we must look elsewhere for common characteristics within the C/E population. On the other
hand, if (b) is the truth, then we really are up the creek without a paddle since resource limitation prevents us tiom capturing this
psychic'neutrino'.

In any event, the SPR has made a valuable contribution to BUFORA's research department if only by u aY of sho$ ing us u hat
cannot be proved by such testing.

NOTICE
HadAChangeOf

Address?
If so, send details ofyour new address to the Membership Secretary

Suite 1, The Leys,2c Leyton Road, Harpenden, Hertfordshire, AL5 2TL
or dial: 0582 - 763218 between 9am and 5pm Mon to Fri
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Edited by Gary Anthony
In this Skywatcher we examine NASA'S €xtreme ultrayiolet explorer (EUVE)
satellite and the Atlas-l which are both ready for launch. Plus the US
technicians in a tank of bubbles, practice to correct Hubbles Space Telescope
troubles! The Eta Aquarid meteor shower is actiye during moonless dark skies
and all the regular Skywatcher features,

The Planets
Venus - May Rises only

minutes before the Sun, unobservable.

June The planet is at superior con-
junction on the 13th, afterwards
becoming a difficult evening object, re-
maining near the Sun until later in the
year

Mars - May Mars rises two hours

before the Sun by the 3l sr at magnitude

a few 1.0. Crescent moon ncar on the 28th.

June The red planet is moving
through Pisces at magnitude 1.0, rises
by 01 hrs late in June. Moon near on the
26th.

Jupiter - May is stationary on the
1st, afterwards moving eastwards. The
planet is at magnitude -1.9 and sets by
0l hrs by the 3lst. The Gianr planet is

in the constellation ofleo and the Moon
is nea$y on the 10th.

June Sets in Leo by 23 hrs at the end
ofJune. Moon is nearon lhe 6lh/7rh.

Saturn - May The planet rises just
after midnight and is best seen at the
end of Vay. reaching slalionary point
and retrograde afrer the 2qlh in CApri-
com. Moon is nearby on the 23rd.

June Satum rises by 22 hrs late in
June- Moon is near on the lgth-

5PACE
NEWS

EUVE Satellite Ready for
Launch

The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorcr
(EUVE) satellite designed by NASA
has been transported to Cape Canaveral
ready for launch this May.

On board EUVE are three telescopes
which will scan hitherto little-studied
aspects of this portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. In addition to these
telescopes a special deep suryey spec-
trometer telescope, developed by
scientists at the University of Califor-
nia, will be looking at UV objects
outside the Milky Way.

EUVE will make the sky survey of
the distribution of extreme ultraviolet
sources in and outside our galaxy dur-
ing its mission. Objects such as neutron
stars, white dwarfstars, red dwarf stars,
and binary systems will be under the
scrutiny of the EUVE satellite.

Hubble Bubbles
American space technicians have

been undergoing eye surgery proce-
dures in the weightless environment of
a giant water chamber, in preparation
for a repair mission to the Hubble
Space Telescope in I9q4. h'\ the beg n-
ning of a series of exercises inside a
tank full ofbubbles with a model ofthe
HST, where the technicians get plenty
of practice in a simulated environment,
at making numerous repairs to improve
the HST's imaging capabilities.

All information courtesy of
ESA and NASA.

I#"1.;:i;'ff^',ix:.:J];ff il"i,'TJ;
inveslig.rrions please write (enclosing in sac) lo:

Gary Anthony, BUFORA ARP, ll9
Askew Avenue, Hull, North

HU4 6LT

skydnrn
MAY 1992 JTINE

2nd l8 h New Moon lsr 04 h

gth 16 h First Quarter 1th2t h

I6th 16 h Full Moon l5rh 05 h

24th 16 h Last Quarter 23th 08 h

RA Dec RA Dec

Unobservable- _unobservable_
23h > 0lh -10' > +10' Mars 23h > 0lh -10' > + l0'

tOh>t2h 0O'> +20" Jupiter tOh > t2h 00" > +20'

20h > 22h -10" > 20" Satum 20h > 22h -10'> 20'

Meteor Showers

Name Begins Ends Max ZHR Radiant Coord-
inates

Eta
Aquarids

Apr 2l May 4 May 12 20+ 336" RA +00o Dec

Shower is associated with Halley's Comet and is active during new moon

Note: Allco-ordinates refer to the '
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Pineal Connections
Dear Editor

I have read with some interest, the
firut part of Dr Roney-Dougal's article
'UFOS, States of Mind and the Pineal
Connection.'l found the anicle imagin-
ative and thought-provoking, and ofthe
type which those with an eclectic inter-
est in UFP phenomena would find
highly rewarding. Let's have more of
them.

I would like to add a cautionary note,
however, with respect to the interpreta-
tions some people may make
conceming the role of the pineal gland
in human physiology and as a'link
between Psi and the Earth,'particularly
in the context of ufology.

A few points I would like to address
are as follows:

l. The hormone melatonin (and a
group of chemically related substances
Eo-methoxy indoles) is indeed pro-
duced in the gland and in such a manner
that lends itself to inhibition by a lighr
stimulus appropriate magnitude. This
occurs do to the indirect inhibition, by
light, of the enzyme which produces
melatonin - HIOMT.

Bdght sunlight is strong enough to
interferc with this process, for example,
whereas bright moonlight is not.

2. While melatonin does indeed re-
spond to magnetic fields ofappropriate
magnitude (such as those found on the
Earth), there is nothing to my knowl-
edge in the published literature to date
to suggest that this is the case in hu-
mans or even in higher animals.

The evidence for this effect was pro-
duced by the effects of such fields on
melatonin producing cells (melano-
cytes) in !'ilr?. I am surprised to leam
that the perturbation in the Earth's mag-
netic field (caused presumably by the
orbital fluctuations of the moon) is of a

sufficient order to do this in any
meaninglul way physiologically. Thir
is difficult to entertain given the other
factors which prevail on Earth which
can influence this gland more directly -
artificial lighting, darkness, and so on.

3. The same is true, to a great extent,
with respect to the influence this hor-
mone and related hormones have on
other body systems, both at the gross
phyriological and biochemical levels.

A number of studies in the past 10 to
l5 years iave demonstrated that mela-
tonin does indeed conelate with certain
changes at these levels in humans
(SAD - Seasonal Affective Disorder
being the most well known).

However, most of the apparently
causal relationships which have been
found, have been in animal studies
where non-physiological doses of the
hormone have been used. While this is
normal scientific practice, we must be
very careful about extrapolating such
findings to the human situation.

4. It is not true to state that '...mela-
tonin is the controlling homone that
switches off production of the hor-
mones in the body...'. if it were we
wouldn't exist. What is tue. is that this
fascinating hormone can influence the
efficacy of olher homones: many in-
deed as Dr Roney-Dougal implies,
through a link with the pituitary gland
and the hypothalamus. Further, and of
panicular interest, there are (animal)
studies which suggest that this hor-
mone may have a much greater ability
to do this immediately after birth.

Over a decade ago I wrote a book
(The Opening Eye, Coventure, 1980)
attempting to link pineal function with
some specific and highly statistically
significant findings, made by the late
Dr Michael Gauquelinin the field of
cosmobiology. lt is as a consequence of
this, and my rcsearch into this area, that
I urge caution with respect to the inter-
pretation of this otherwise, excellent
and provocative article.

Dr Roney-Dougal is to be com-
mended on her exciting and novel
approach to possible factors which may
penain to some UFO related phenome-
na. But let us keep our feet on the
ground and appreciate that what is
being said here is speculative.

While some of it may, in the future,
be seen to be of importance in this con-
text. it must be stressed that we are far
from reaching informed conclusions on
the true functions of this gland in rela-
tion to the functions ofthe human mind

and body - let alone in relation to ufo-
logy.

Dr Frank McGillion
Glasgow,

Editor's comment
Thank you for a vry interesting let-

ter and I am sure that h u'ill help us all
to keep our feet fi'ntly on the ground.
H owerer, D r Ron q-D ou gal's compell-
ing paper has certainly got me and
others thinkittg about the possible pro-
cesses behhd sonte UFO pltenomena.
To her credit. she does stress that these
arc her on'n speculatie ideas. I am
certain that her 'thittkirtg aloud' will
open new arenues of research inlo
brain fun,tiotts utd the UFO erperi-
ence which desperuteh need looking
into.

Dear Editor
There are a few points I *,ould like to

raise about the recent anicle UFOs.
States of Mind and the Pineai Connec-
t ion by Serena Ronel -Dougal
(uTl6-uTl7).

The author implies that a different
perception of reality is possibie if the
connections between neurons in the
brain re triggered by quantum events.

Quantum events happen lo sub-atomic
particles. A neuron would be by far too
large an object to be affected by some-
thing happening on a scale which is
many orders of magnitude smaller.

The process which is described as

the vifiual state in which we are in one
(or more) places at once until we "make
our minds up and collapse our own
wave function" has the author trying to
make the connection with probability
waves bul wave functions don't ari\e
merely by thinking about them.

Ms Roney-Dougal also tries to make
the connection between the yogic chak-
ras and various bodily glands. This

Readers

Express your views by sending your

correspondence !o:

The editor, IJFO Times,
Suite 1, The Leys,
2c Leyton Road,

Harpenden, Herts,
AJ-'zTL
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follows on from a previously (failed)
attempt by others to identify them wirh
nerye-centrcs such as the solar plexus.
Tn complete disregard ro these theories
the yogis themselves maintain that the
chakras lie within the spinal column and
nowhere else. They should really be re-
garded as being aids to meditation rather
than having any physical counterpart.

In the second pan of the article the
author confuses silica (sand) with sili-
con. Their electrical characteristics are
completely different. The amorphous
nature of crystalline rocks rcnders their
electrical properties vinually negligible.

The author staLe: that we are 'e\quj-
sitely sen'itire'- ro the Eanh s magneli(
field. One magnetic field is pretty much
like another and the Eath's is consider-
ably weaker than most. On this basis I
should surely be able to point to the
nearest barmagnet! It is one thing to say
that modem physics, with it's quantum
weirdness, allows the possibility of a
different reality to that which we nor-
mally perceive and then leap to the
conclusion that a differcnt reality ac
tually exists and impinges on our own
only through psychic perception.

The investigation and understanding
of the unknown should proceed fronr the
known i.e. the development of physical
theories should provide a framework of
understandin;r based on sound princi-
ples. It is not for the unknown to grab
those theories in which it finds assur
ance and then proclaim credibility.

Edward Brown
Stockport, Cheshire

Questionnaire Suggestion
Dear Editor

With reference to rhe new sighting
questionnaire that was highlighted in
UFO Times number 16. I would like to
ofTer one suggestion conceming this
new propo\ed form -specifically secrion
C: the compass dial.

I think it beneficial, from the witness
point of view, if the compass dial was
printed over the outline of the UK (see

diagram).

I feel this would be an aid to witness
oriontation and I have cenainly come
across quite a few people who have dif-
ficulty with Nonh, South Easr and West
directions. I should imagine that incor-
porating this would be of benefit to the
witness and to the accumcy of the forrn.

However, on the whole the form is
very well set out. Top marksl

Darryl Hedger,
BUFORA Provisional Al, Liverpool

Campbells Camps
Dear Editor

In UTl6 you clairr that UFO re-
searche$ are of two types, those that
espouse the ETH and those who believe
that people are 'imbalanced'. Not only
are there more camps than this, no group
of investigatom believes that most re
ports come tiom the mentally ill. There
are very few such reports; in fact I know
of only one (one I investigated).

The dichotomy you describe applies,
not to UFO investigato$, but to the
general public, which either believes
that UFOs arc alien spacecrati or that the
people uho make UFO repofls are in
someway 'mad'. As you must krrow,
most reports come from people ofsound
mind who were genuinely puzzled by
what they saw. In that sense, the UFO
phenomenon is real.

Your criticism of the ETH is justified
(us far a. it goes). A more cogenl crili-
cism is that ILE (lntelligent Life
Elsewhere) is probabiy very rare and so
far away that it cannot reach us. even if
it could find us. First contact will not be
made by tiny scout craft crossing light-
years of void only to frighten innocent
farmers in remote areas. It will be made
by radio, and then with difficulty.

People who fantasize are quite nor-
mal. We are all prone to do so to some
ertenl and there wili alwals be r mi
nority who go to extremes. Bullard is
surely right (that the UFO phenomenon
cannot bc exclusively as a fantasy), but
for the wrong reason There is probably
always some external stimulus. Your
analysis ignored the possibiliry rhat (as
Jung proposed) the appearance of real
objects may afford the opportunity for
mythological projection. This may
mean that, although many reports (espe-
cially of abductions) are fantasies, they
are initiated by sight of some aerial phe
nomenon. This is my belief. Most UFO
reports are caused by sight of some as
tronomical object (often in mirage). In
some impressionable people, this may
produce a'fantastic' report that owes
more to imagination than to what was
seen or experienced. This is no'half-
cocked explanation; it is the'Full and
Final Answer'. UFOs do not exist; all
genuine reports are caused by misper-
ception of some innocent stimulus
(often a mirage) and, in some cases, ela-
boration ofthe experience via dreams or
hypnosis.

One final comment. Please tell the
NIC that their new sighting question-
naire has a serious delect in not asking
for the observed altitude (angle of

elevation) ofthe object. This item was a
feature of the previous foIm, so why has
it been omitted?

Steuart Campbell
Edinburgh

Editor's comment

Sone nice idetts Steuaft. but I think
-toti re u,rong. I clott't knou' t,here
you're beetl latelj-, but set'erul rc-
seatchers in this c'ountry hale the
opitlion that UFO u,itnesses (eqtecially
those involyeti in high strangenass
<ases) are in poor mental health at the
tery least. Nigel Watso 's una(cldimed
book, ' Portrait s ol Alien Encounters' is
a prine atample ol this. I an v\- au,are
thdt therc at e md y nore u.fobgi<ul
canps of thought, I mercl;-.fotusecl on
thesa n|o e.\trcmes. Howe|et.\ou arc
probahly right thot there are ret.r fev'
reports made b:'tha uentully ill - sone
in|estigqtors and researthers Jintl it
eas\ to pigeo hole uitttesses into this
tqlcgol\', t|ithoLt tlle (tu4lili&tions to
do so.

Urtlnnutntglt Str L 't. \'ttt! dt( .luitC
vrons \^'hen )'ou stqte that 'Most UFO
repotts dte causcd by si,qlrt of ttstto
onlitul objeds . I JA(,.li.)n a t.e(.e t
stuth'ol l372 BUFORA cases only l7%
oJ IFOs related to misiclentiJitotions ol
usltunoniul ob.jects. The misicle ntifi -
rttliotts leader rrds aduollf aifttuft
t'irh 2lc/c share. kt be.liank l,our sug-
gestiotl the all U FO reports un be
nrlurc,l t,' IFO.\ usin.\ n'ttr astton,nti-
callntirage theort is naiye. You seent to
Iorget < lose encounter cases .su<h us the
Liti,tgston case: u'ell tloc une nte t!,
l,h)'yral Intt c.\ ,tnJ u 1tl,.tqtrc ot tht .'it,
kt pt'ove it! I vtnld lote to knou, hou
you tan appl1, four theory to this and

I do not belieye tlut \ou hq\,e this
'Full qnd Final Ansv'er'. Your theort'
likc nauy t)th?^ nuy ttlrlain snmc ctl-
perientes, hLtt doe:t not hara the
rupq(ity to a<t'oLott fcn' etery UFO re
port undet' the Sun.

Yt'ut i'mmel tn thc uev \i.Chri !
quertit, nairc i.r quitc iqht. Houeter. it
is plunned to produta a separate'All
Sky Diagrant u,hith is a more tomprc-
hensit,e u'cty to estinate angle oJ'
eleration attd u'ill git,e more infornta-
liotl obout the object's moreme t.
HnA erer. thc Lliavanisdis,ulrurttape is
thot it w,ill trced ro be conpleted u,ith the
help ofthe int'e sti gator. ThereJbre, I u'ill
see il an angle ol elevatiott cliagrdm (a
be in<luded in the trch,questiotltlaire.
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BRIGANTIA
BOOKS

Brigantia Books stock one of the
largest selections of second-hand

and rare UFO titles in Britain.
For a free book list please send

a large SAE to:

Brigantia Books,
84 Elland Road, Brighouse,
WestYorkshire, HD6 2QR

5th Sept

5th Sept

19 Sept

3rd Oct

10th Oct

24thOct

BUFORA London Lecture
(details to follow)
Ley Hunter Moot, Hebden Bridge, West Yorks
Details from Andy Roberts 84 E1land Road,
Brighouse, West Yorks, HD6 2QR (SAE Please)

BUFORA 30th Anniversary Conference
London Business School
Speakers include: Stuart Campbell,
Ralph Noyes, Norman Oliver, Philip Mande
and Mike Wootten.
Details from BIIFORA Central Office-

BUFORA London Lecture
Details to follow
BUFORA Investigation Training Day
Friends Meeting House - Birmingham
Details to follow
BUFORA Regional Meeting
Friends Meeting House - Birmingham
Details to follow

BUFOM London lectures are held every first Saturday ofthe nonth at
the new lecture theatre complex, London Business School, Sussex Place,
Outer Circle, Regents Park, London, NW I . The LBS is onh a five minute
walkfrom Baker Street tube. Lectures start at 6.30pn. Entance tl .50
members, {3 -00 non-members.The new theatre has u,heelchair access
andfacilities for the disabled. All are welcome. Full Iectru'e programmes
are available from BUFOM (LP), Suite l,The Leys,2c Leion Road.
Harpenden, H ertfordshire, AI5 2TL.
If you have an event that you wish to publicise on this page f'ee of clnrge
then write to the editorial address (page 2 ) with yoLu' request, three
months in advance.

UFO
NEWSFILE

Keep in touch with all the latest
UFO stories in the press, from

the UK and abroad.

Subscription: f5.00 for
BUFORA members and f6.00
for non-members, Available

from BUFORA (NF), 16

Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex,
RH I5 9ST

UFOCATL
FOR THE STRANGEST CLOSE ENCOUNTERS ON THE TELEPHONE

Edited and presented by Jenny Randles
Britains only professional ufologist, UFOCALL

will keep you ahead of the UFO headlines.
The latest cases trom around the world,

up to date research news, details of national
and regional events and book reviews are

all on UFOCALL.

calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 45p per minute atall other times
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